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Jim Lee & Bob Breen - They are "CAN DO" maintenance
chairpersons with common sense attitudes and good people
skills. Extraordinary, knowledgeable, skillful, helpful,
prompt and willing workers. Below is a partial list of what
they have recently been asked to do for us:
Fix irrigation issues, backboards on the greens, broken
furniture, doors, gates, falling draw boards, clean ups,
organize shed, redo score boards, administrate installation
of rake holders, put together rakes, repair, organize and
maintain equipment carts, repair benches. The list does go
on and on. THANKS Bob And Jim, we could not do this without you!

TO ALL LAWN BOWLERS:
Your Greens Committee met for two hours on Friday, June 15th, &
listened to Amador Martinez from Oxnard, Ca. He is the best in this
Division in the care of lawn bowlings Greens.

There were none (9) of us in attendance and we came away feeling
better informed than ever before!

We have all the equipment that we need on the premises, and were
advised how, when, and how often to water, fertilize and care in general
for our Greens.

A New leaf is being turned, so please give the crew a chance to show
resultes. There is a fine line between not enough water and chemicals &
too much of it!

Just a reminder .... "Green is not the Aim" ..... but rather a level ground &
smooth surface. Page 1



CALENDER
July Events: Upcoming Events:

7/1 Independence Day Celebration 8/4 Chef Works Mixed Triples @ San Diego
@ Long Beach Hosted by: Jose' & Frances 8/5 Invitational Mixed Triples @ San Diego

7/6 Coast League @ Newport Beach 8/11 Detta Marvin Mixed Triples @ Laguna Beach
7/7 Ralph Ecton Triples@ Oxnard 8/11 IOWA Picnic @ Long Beach Club Facilities
7/8 Laguna Beach Charity Mix or Match Triples 8/12 Men sponsored Novice Pairs @ Laguna Woods

@Laguna Beach 8/12 Women sponsor Vet-NovicePairs @ Laguna Beach
7/14-7/15 US Pairs Playdowns MEN @ Laguna Beach 8/15 Ladies Day@ Laguna Beach
7/14-7/15 US Singles Playdowns WOMEN @ Long Beach 8/18 Pat Gonzales Mixed Aussie Pairs @ Long Beach

7/18 Ladies Day @ San Diego 8/19 Maccabee Pairs @BeverlyHills
7/21-22 US Pairs Playdowns Finals MEN 8/24 Coast League Round Up @LongBeach

@ Laguna Beach 8/25 Men sponsor "The Mike & Mimi Majer
7/21-22 US Singles Playdowns Finals WOMEN Mixed Pairs" @Laguna Woods

@LongBeach
7/27 Coast League @ Laguna Beacb

7/28-7/29 Cary • MacDonald Pairs MEN @ Long Beach
7/28 Division Rinks Womens @Hermosa Beach

Please visit the www.swlawnbowls.comfor updated
information regarding the "Events". Thanks!

Things happening around Club House:

Carol Poto came up with the idea to improve our communication
with the outside world, by putting up" flags" at each entrance as

a way to attract walk ins. Thank you Carol

The new Bike (rack) lock up came from the City of Long Beach.
We had had some requests for one, way over a year ago and

now that we have it - some people are making squawking noises -
which is sad and shame on you, because the aim was to please.

We Thank you City of Long Beach!
Written by Jackie H. - so any comments - call me

Jim Lee has been working diligently on improving our water
fountains with new lattice. Thank you Jim - it looks great.

We also like to thank you for washing ALL of our
towels and rags every week.

Our Fish flying wind directional FLAGS come from
Greg G. - Thank you for all the beautiful flags.

Our ROSES are looking beautiful
- Thanks to ALL that help in our Gardens.

People making differances ••••.••• THANK YOU!
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CLUB WINNERS

6/3 City of Hope
hosted by

Santa Anita

3rd Place: Scott Boyd, Candy DeFazio & Richart White 4th Place: John Arbogast, Heidi Femandes, JoAnn MacKnight

6/3 Senior (55+) Games
hosted by Pasadena

6/9·10 & 16·17
SWWomen's US
Pairs Playdowns

Hosted by Newport Harbor

* STARS:
2nd - Kim Heiser

& Olga McCord

-0~ STRIPES:
~2nd • Candy DeFazio
~. & Dee Mc Sparran

1st Place
Freddie Hinson

6/13 Hall of Fame Ceremony
Bud Linden &
Beanie Ovens

"They still got it! "
II• •

6/24 SW Novice
Singles
Men & Women
hosted by Long Beach

6/23 Laguna Beach Open Pairs
'hosted by Laguna Beach

rd Place - Candy DeFazio and Womens
Eileen Lancendorfer 1st Place - Carol Poto

~--...... 2nd - Stephanie Johnson
3rd - Laurie Richards

Men
3rd Greg Golgart
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The Mental Game from teaching tennis.com (2007)
The interesting thing about the mental game is the only opponent is on your side of the net and this
opponent is more formidable than the one on the other side by far.The three key concepts here are
COURAGE, CONFIDENCE & CLARITY. The outcome of any match is always in question as
there are many variables which can turn an easy victory into a loss. When a player has the three keys
listed above working in Harmony with a well-trained body then there is no reason why victory should
not be his in a competitive contest

COURAGE: With the COURAGE to hit the right shot when needed even in face of a great risk of
losing is what makes a Champion. There is no greater lesson to face for any player than to overcome
fear & to avoid caution when the timing is right & take the opportunity when it presents itself.
This is the difference between a player who will win matches against lessor mortals & the player

. that will be victorious over other champions.

CONFIDENCE: Trusting in yourself & having a secret belief you are the best & able to come back
or achieve beyond your past experience in spite of what others believe or even what you see in reality
to be true. This belief is a reservoir of energy & talent which takes on superhuman attributes.
CONFIDENCE means to be "with trust" & or to have faith. Being able to feel this onrush of faith
at the right times is a key for a player. Having confidence before a match begins is more expectation
& getting pumped up, where confidence really shows is through the difficult points in the match where
combined with COURAGE there is application & a successful marriage of will & ability.

CONTROL: From the audience it is very apparent who is in control. It is the player who has a focus,
a determination & the drive to win. A match must be won, there are no delays, substitutions or ties.
One player will win & one will lose the last point. When that happens the game is over. The one who
controls the movement ofthe ball, the tempo ofthe game, the emotions & forces the action will win.

CLARITY: control is immensely important in setting up the win yet CLARITY is the one key & most
crucial element in the game. There are points where in the momentum of a player, their
CONFIDENCE, COURAGE & CONTROL can be crushed. When playing an opponent of the same
relative level of ability, training & skill it takes on different level. There is true battle of wills that ensures
with every point more critical than the last. The pressure increases & becomes more & more intense with
each point. It is at this point where CLARITY of mind & emotion must be pure & crystal clear.
No other extraneous thoughts about the future or the past can occur.

CONCENTRATION: The winner is focused only on the ball & in complete concentration. It is here there
is a timelessness & the zone of perfect play. The mental game is about reaching a higher level of
completeness where awareness is heightened & purpose is increased. It is enhanced by high level
pressurized competition. The pressure can break a player or turn one into a champion.

Training is not an end in itseJfbut an ACTIVITY WITH A PURPOSE. In the absence of a goal either modest
or ambitious, it is virtually impossible to persevere long enough to see a training program bring results.

GOALS: Work long range with end in mind. For motivation you can't let yourself get satisfied. et-.J~l
You have to keep raising your goals as a player. It is very easy to stagnate with a routine. ~

~

FOCUS I CONCENTRATION: To learn to win one more game than the other •._.--.- -
player/ team is important.You need to have a clear and consistent focus winning may be your
immediate goal and so this is the focus.

WARM UP: Stretching is a more effective way to promote suppleness than the competing varieties of warm-up. [ ;r]
Loosing up activities improve the range of motion of joins, & increase blood flow & the speed with which nerve •
impulses travel. The muscles, tendons, ligaments & other connections need to be gradually introduced to top ~
performance. ,
WATER: Loss of body fluids through sweating not only reduces performance capacity but can also
contribute to heat illness. Workouts in temperatures as high as 95 degrees calls for a PINT OF FLUID

every fifteen minutes to maintain proper hydration. 4 ~. "COOLNESS: The human body functions best when its temperature remains
close to normal. Any substantial deviation brings a loss of efficiency & can even ( ~
be dangerous. ,",
RELAXATION: An odd paradox exists in athletics: To do ones best, one is ill advised
to try too hard; a sense of philosophical distance almost always yields the best results,
CHOKING IS NOTHING MORE THAN AN INABILITY TO RELAX WHEN WE
TAKE A MATCH TOO SERIOUSLY.
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JULY BIRTHDAYS &
Birthday Name Years Bowled i:
2nd Herb Glazeroff 3 -10th Jim Lee 1 r-
12h Tony DeFazio 3 m
14th Sandy Clarke 17 (I)
16th Sandy Demers 8 ••••
23rd Scott Boyd 4 0
24th Greg Golgart 2 Z
24th Thomas Simms 7 m

owling 10am & 1pm 27th Liz Fowler 19 (I)
BBQ 12:00 30th Walter Toney 2

31st Eileen Lancendorfer 3

33. Jack Displacement
33.4 Jack displacement during measuring
33.4.1 If the jack is displaced by the
equipment being used by a player during
measuring, an opponent should put it back
to its former position.
33.4.2 If tbe jack is displaced by tbe
equipment being used by tbe marker during
measuring, tbe marker should put the jack
back to a position agreed by tbe opponents.
If tbe opponents cannot agree, tbe marker

sbould put tbe jack back to its
former position.

33.4.3 If the jack is
--......... displaced by tbe equipment

being used by the umpire
during measuring, the

umpire should put the
jack back to its former

position.

Time to Change
Direction?

"Employ the power of positive
quitting. Most of us view quitting
as something negative, but it's not.
Winners never quit, we are told,
when, in reality, winners quit all
the time: choosing to stop doing
things that aren't creating the
results they desire. When you quit
all the things that aren't working
for you, when you quit tolerating
all negative things that change
hold you back. You'll create a \
positive in your life as well as
create the space in your life for
more positive experiences. "

Author: .Jim Allen

Mr. Etiquette
After a game of singles, be

•..•.••...•.•••.•.••••.•.•.•.-....;..0 sure to thank the marker.

The Wine Counill.
Randy Kemner

Proprietor
(562) 597-8303 (800) 505-5564

Fax (563) 587-9493
2301 Redondo Avenue
Signal Hill, CA 90755

www.thewinecountry.com
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